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With OaNied Explorers hop on a 

totally Innovative Alternative Eco-tourism concept!  

Why Eco-tourism? Because we directly support local populations. Thanks to our local contacts, we avoid going 

through the usual tourism economical pattern which doesn’t benefit locals.  

Why Alternative? Because we have 2 goals: 

1) help discover gorgeous and/or unknown places  

2) retrace our ancient past via affordable alternative archeology  

Our offers are focusing on 3 privileged destinations that gather the very heart of our concept: 

 Indonesia. Its 17.000 islands display a tremendous density of temples & historical sites 

historiques in Bali & Java. Other islands, like Sulawesi, Lombok, Flores, or Raja Ampat, are among the 

world’s largest biodiversity reserves thanks to their thousands of endemic species, terrestrial and 

submarine. Possibilities are endless in the biggest archipelago on Earth !  

 

 Iceland. This angry beauty of unreal landscapes delivers sceneries so unfathomable that this land 

is truly the most visually remarkable destination you will ever see. While tours operators focus 

mainly on the South-West and North-East, our knowledge of the country allows us to go off the 

beaten paths to discover what countless travelers will never witness. 

 

 Egypt. Regardless of what Egyptologists claim, Ancient Egypt Mysteries are still alive and well. 

Combining History, geology, architecture and engineering, our independent research experience 

transmits information going against the flow of academic studies. Far from esoteric theories, our 

paradigm sheds lights on astonishing accomplishments often disregarded by traditional trip 

organizers. We give new keys to rethink Mankind as a whole and put back together the pieces of 

our Ancient Past puzzle.   

 

After successful test expeditions in 2014/2015, we are now officially launching a new way to travel in a sector that 

takes too many things for granted. Moreover, as our team speaks English, French, Spanish, Romanian & Hungarian, 

we aim at shaping multi-nationality groups so the sharing also takes place among eco-explorers !   

Wishing to make our concept known, if you think this could interest your audience or be quality content for your 

medium, we would be honored to give you all details about it.  

Thanking you in advance for reading through our presentation, we remain at your disposal for any further 

information.  
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